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Motorola Solutions has just launched their first business-ready communication device with combined voice and
broadband capabilities.
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for dependability
and ease of use in any environment
Pristine audio quality lets you hear and be heard when it matters most. Ultra-strong materials including a rugged
touchscreen are used inside and out for outstanding impact resilience. UI, design, and engineering all come together to
create a device you can depend on to work when you need it.
Built to keep your workforce connected, no matter where they are
You can seamlessly communicate through voice and data, over public and private networks. And Seamless Voice
Handover automatically switches you to broadband when you roam beyond your radio system coverage, so your
connectivity is always on when you need it.
Deploy your radios faster and keep them in the field longer
With cloud-based configuration and provisioning, remote updates, and real-time device monitoring, you can deploy and
maintain your radio fleet with minimal touch and downtime. So your IT team can spend less time managing devices, and
your workforce can spend more time on-point and on-task.
Helps you stay safe from cyber threats
A defense-in-depth approach provides multiple layers of security to help prevent unauthorized device access and
malicious activity, and to safeguard your critical data. With the highest level of device and network security, combined
with real-time threat monitoring, ION lets you use data and Android apps with confidence, even on public networks.
Learn more abour MOTOTRBO ION here

